
we feel
pool



Plunge in, breathe deeply,
enjoy the crystal-clear freshness. 
A private pool is a sheer joy.
That’s what we’ve been  
offering people for 50 years.



50
years

experience

Live
POLYFASER

The third generation of the family, now responsible for the  
company’s fortunes alongside the second, still abides by the  
guiding principles of the founders, Josef and Elda Wagmeister:  
top quality, absolute reliability and the fulfilment of everyone’s  
swimming pool dreams in terms of shape, design and function.

Today, we are one of the leading companies making premium  
glass fibre-reinforced plastic (GRP) swimming pools and roofing  
systems, with a Europe-wide distribution network. You can see  
from our production facilities that we are still very down-to-earth:  
all our products are still manufactured in Prato allo Stelvio in  
South Tyrol. At our 40,000 m2 site, our over 100 qualified employees 
produce more than 800 monobloc pools, 300 roofing systems and  
25 element pools a year. Naturally, all using the latest technologies, 
especially in relation to sustainability. We set great store by using 
renewable energies and have our own in-house photovoltaic  
system and biomass heating plant. 

You’ll be delighted even before you take your first dip in the pool.
We plan carefully, transport your pool using our own vehicles,  
ensure that the assembly goes smoothly and install your Polyfaser 
pool to a professional standard. We blow the others right out of  
the water, say our customers.

• Complete range of pools
 and roofing systems

• Direct from the manufacturer  
 in South Tyrol

• 20-year warranty

• Flexible in catering for  
 special customer requests

• Short delivery times

• Reliable delivery by our own
 vehicles including crane trucks

• First-class customer service  
 and installation

Polyfaser advantages

Headquarters and factory 

in Prad am Stilfserjoch

Branch in Bad Fischau



“Of course, we only 
bought the pool  
for the children.”



Experience
DURABILITY

POOL:  Palma

COLOUR: Grey

SURROUND: Wood

POOL EDGE: Concealed

Quality in every fibre:

Gel coat surface, special coating
for swimming pools

Vinyl ester resin buffer layer, glass 
fibre-reinforced, guaranteeing 
resistance to osmosis

Multiple layers of glass fibre laminate

Exclusive glass fibre mesh fabric for  
maximum stability and pressure 
resistance

Insulation in a sandwich construction 
(optional)
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1 Stiffening elements  
for extra stability

Multiple layers of glass fibre laminate

Heavy-duty surrounding metal frame  
for reinforcement

Topcoat to seal the surface  
on the outside of the pool
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A few refreshing lengths in the morning,  
a wild water battle in the afternoon, or a  
relaxed pool party in the evening – nothing  
is more inviting than glittering water. 

However, having your own pool doesn’t just 
enhance your quality of life – it’s also a commit-
ment for life. That’s why we take the greatest 
possible care, from the choice of materials to  
the final installation. It’s a responsibility that  
we have willingly accepted for over 50 years.  
You can see it and feel it. Our GRP swimming 
pools are solid and sturdy, the result of decades 

of experience. The structure is unique, layer upon 
layer, painstakingly applied by hand, while the 
use of the latest manufacturing technologies 
ensures that the result is completely watertight 
and very durable. Our pools do not suffer from 
the ravages of time, nor from frost or saltwater. 

Our Polyfaser customers can be confident  
of enjoying years of pleasure in their pool, 
thanks to our 20-year warranty. And in fact, 
some of our pools from the early years are  
still providing their owners with good service 
after 50 years.

20 years
warranty
FOR BASIN
IMPERMEABILITY
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“The idea of having  
a pool was ours.  
Then Mum set her  
sights on this one.”



Choose
VARIETY

Straight lines or stylishly curved? Discreet elegance or a design  
statement? We give you every freedom in the design of your blue 
paradise: a dream come true for bathing beauties and water lovers.

From the shape and length of the pool to the steps and the roofing 
system, our 30 different models offer design options to please  
everyone. People who like clear-cut, straight lines can choose  
one of our classic rectangular monobloc pools, and, because they  
are all made by hand, any pool can easily be made longer  
or shorter. 
 
Alternatively, with their gentle curves, our free-form pools are an 
eye-catching feature in any garden. We’re also confident that we can 
meet your personal needs when it comes to getting into the pool.  
As to the colour of your pool,   
you certainly won’t find it easy 
to decide, because you only see 
the full effect in the interplay 
with water and light.

Immerse yourself in our brochure 
Polyfaser pool product range and 
be inspired.

All our straight-sided pools 
can be individually shortened 
or lengthened.

length
Individual



When the details are just right, your pleasure in the pool is  
complete. That’s why we can offer you everything you need  
for wellness, relaxation and fun in your pool. It’s not only about  
innovative technology to make you feel great, like massage jets  
and counter-current systems, but also about making your pool  
easy and economical to run, by using energy-saving heat  
exchangers or heat pumps. And, of course, we also offer water  
treatment options such as automatic PH regulation or automated 
measurement and addition of chlorine or salt. Treat yourself  
to a pool with a luxury specification.

Features
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Skimmer
For an uninterrupted surface 
and the perfect water level.  
Available in various sizes  
and models.

Underwater spotlights
To give the water a magical aura. 
Spot-on for party nights by the pool.

Counter-current system
Turn your pool into a training pool.
Swim on the spot and do endless lengths.

Massage bench
and massage jets
Massage jets at the press of a button. 
Relaxes your back, invigorates your legs, 
revitalises your muscles. Can be built 
into the steps area, the couches or the 
side of the pool.

Fountain shower
Sheer delight. It’s not only the children 
who’ll love it!

Handrail
For safety when getting in and 
out, and to add a stylish touch.

Rollover cover
Added safety for children and pets,  
reliable protection from debris, excellent 
insulation so heating costs are reduced. 
An all-round performer that is virtually 
invisible when open.

Pool surround
Stone, tiles and wood are all suitable  
surrounding materials. Perfectly coordi-
nated with the house and garden.
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“Our indoor pool 
is outside.”  



Enjoy your swimming for longer! With a roof 
over your pool, you can enjoy it whatever  
the weather. The water remains crystal-clear, 
clean and comfortably warm, while energy 
costs are significantly reduced. It also keeps 
people and animals safe, especially if you  
lock the roof. We think it’s really important  
for roofing systems to be simple and  
convenient to use.

But there are more than just practical reasons 
why you should consider our roofs. We are  
famous for our aesthetically pleasing and  
technically sophisticated designs that form 
a harmonious visual whole with our pools. 

Whether they are extra-flat, curved, semicir-
cular or of varying height and offering easy 
access – every model creates a different  
architectural effect and enhances your pool. 

For us, being pleasing to the eye also means top 
quality. That’s why we use durable aluminium 
and perfectly clear, unbreakable polycarbonate  
for our roofing systems.

To find out how many different  
designs we can conjure up,  
take a look at our brochure  
Polyfaser roofing systems.

ROOF: Rubin I

COLOUR: Dark grey

POOL: Ocean

SURROUND: Tiles

POOL EDGE: Flush

Extend
THE BATHING SEASON

ROOF: Rubin

COLOUR: Grey metallic

ROOF: Rubin I

COLOUR: Grey metallic

POOL: Kos

SURROUND: Paving stones 

POOL EDGE: Exposed



Enjoy
INDIVIDUALITY

When it comes to having your own pool, no-one’s dreams are the 
same! That’s why we make something unique for every customer.  
A one-off pool, tailor-made to suit your own wishes and require-
ments. Our element pools are particularly suitable for customisation. 
Their flexibility, combined with our excellent reputation for the  
quality of our workmanship, has made us a sought-after partner.

Our projects have included sensational outdoor pools for hotels  
and large free-form pools as well as private pools whose particular, 
design makes them that little bit different. With our modular  
construction method, we can combine straight and curved shapes, 
different depths of water and various other extras with great  
flexibility. Whether it’s a question of rounded edges or corners,  
a skimmer or an overflow drain system, there’s virtually no limit  
to the creative possibilities in shape, design and features. Just part  
of the reason why we are so popular with our discerning customers. 

POOL:  Exclusive S

COLOUR: Grey

SURROUND: Stone

POOL EDGE: Concealed

POOL: Exclusive

COLOUR: Blue

SURROUND: Paving stones

POOL EDGE: Exposed

POOL: Linear

COLOUR: White

SURROUND: Stone

POOL EDGE: Concealed



more
WE MAKE

Careful manual work, long years of experience and quality from 
South Tyrol – it’s a combination that has also proved itself in the  
industrial sector. We apply our technology in many different ways, 
but flexible design, a perfect appearance and Polyfaser qualities  
such as absolute impermeability and durability always play a  
decisive role.  

Every specially commissioned product is made on the same basic 
principle. Just like our pools, they are built up layer after layer, by hand.  
In partnership with our longstanding suppliers, we are constantly 
working on developing new materials and manufacturing techniques. 
That means we are always up-to-date with the latest technology,  
and ready for the future. 



Your Polyfaser partner:

Polyfaser S.p.A.
Via Pineta, 99
I-39026 Prato allo Stelvio (BZ)
T. +39 0473 616 180
info@polyfaser.it

www.polyfaser.com


